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 Word meaning and Make sentence: 

1. Cart (n.)- a vehicle with two or four wheels 

Make Sentence- A cow is pulling its hay cart. 

2. Messy (adj.)-  dirty, unclean 

Make Sentence- I am brushing my messy hair.  

3. Cottage (n.)- a small house 

Make Sentence- He lives in a cottage. 

4. Dusty(adj.)- covered in dust 

 Make Sentence- Let’s not walk on a dusty lane. 

5. Look after (v.)- take care of something/ protect 

Make Sentence- My parents and I look after one another. 

6. Drag (v.)- pull along 

Make Sentence- She is dragging her big teddy bear. 

7. Melt (v.)-  liquefy by heat 

Make Sentence- The ice will melt if you warm it. 

 Find out whether the statements are true or false: 

1. Mike lived near a great forest. 

Ans. True 

2. His grandmother lived in a small cottage. 



Ans. True 

3. Mike put the needle in the box. 

Ans. False  

4. The ice had melted in the sun. 

Ans. False 

5. Mike's mother told him that he was a clever boy. 

Ans. False 

 

B. Choose the right answer: 

1. Who lived in Germany? 

Ans: iv (i,ii and iii) 

2. What did Mike lose at first on his way home? 

                    Ans: ii (needle) 

3. Mike was a ______ boy. 

Ans: iv (foolish) 

4. Where did Mike put the knife? 

Ans: i(inside his sleeve) 

5. What did the puppy nibble? 

Ans: iv (meat) 

6. Mike stuffed the puppy into his ______. 

Ans: ii (pocket) 

 

C. Matching  

A+iii = Once there was a little boy called Mike. 

B+i= He played in his grandmother’s garden all day. 

C+iv= On the way home, a hay cart passed Mike. 

D+v= Mike stuffed the puppy into his pocket. 

E+ii= He wrapped the butter in some papers. 

D. Answer each question in one sentence: 

1. Where did Mike play all day? 

Ans. The little boy called Mike. 



2. What passed Mike on the way home? 

Ans. On the way, Mike passed a hay cart. 

3. Where did Mike stuff the puppy? 

Ans. Mike stuffed the puppy into his pocket. 

4. What happened with the piece of meat? 

Ans. The puppy nibbled the meat and followed Mike. 

5. How did Mike carry the butter home? 

Ans. Mike wrapped the butter on some paper and took the paper on his head. 

 

E. Fill in the gaps using suitable words: 

1. Mike's mother was going to the ______. 

Ans. market 

2. The path was ______. 

Ans. dusty 

3. When Mike got home, he had no ______. 

Ans. needle 

4. The knife had ______ out on his way home. 

Ans. fallen 

5. Mike ______ the puppy to his grandmother's house. 

Ans. took 

 


